Highly sensitive mass detection based on nonlinear sum-sideband in a dispersive optomechanical system.
We present a theoretical scheme to realize high-sensitive mass detection in a dispersive optomechanical system (DOMS) via nonlinear sum-sideband. In this scheme, DOMS assisted by a degenerate parametric amplifier (DPA) provides a well-established optomechanical circumstance, where nonlinear optomechanical interaction between cavity mode and mechanical mode of dielectric membrane is expected for creating the frequency components at optical sum-sideband. Such a scheme for mass detection mainly relies on monitoring the conversion efficiency of generated sum-sideband after the added mass is absorbed on the dielectric membrane. Using experimentally achievable parameters, we find that the conversion efficiency of sum-sideband and the sensitivity of mass detection can be simultaneously improved when the nonlinear gain of DPA increases. Furthermore, our results also demonstrate that this mass detection of DOMS can reach femtogram (fg) level resolution, when the method of mass detection relies on a direct relationship between maximum efficiency of sum-sideband and mass-change of membrane.